Imagine grabbing Norrköping by the city hall’s tower and pulling the entire city up by its roots. Imagine shaking it. Imagine millions of cables and hundreds of thousands of pipes freeing themselves from the great hunks of rock and tons of musty and polluted dirt. Imagine an AC power system four times as long as the entire Motala Ström from Lake Vättern to the Baltic Sea.

Picture derelict pieces of the obsolete DC power system just beneath the crust of the sidewalk, a sweaty grid of district heating pipes 400 kilometres long, the turn-of-the-nineteenth-century old tramline rails and rusty old town gas lines that could be wrapped sixteen times around Norrköping’s inner city.

Finally, imagine the 5000 tonnes of metal that can be found in disconnected infrastructure spread out and hibernating underneath the city. Imagine that the hibernating copper alone is worth 28 million Swedish crowns and the environmental benefits that would come from the recycling of those wires in comparison to traditional mining. Imagine urban mining.
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